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3. Rehabilitation and Recidivism

The carrot or the stick?





The criminal life

Players are exposed to criminal activities
and choose to commit crimes or not based on:

1. Past criminal history
2. Surrounding environment

3. If recidivists: enrollment in rehabilitation programs

Build and keep track of players criminal history
N0, N1, N2, …. Nk, ….



The criminal life
For each convicted crime: PUNISH AND REHABILITATE

Players may permanently reform: PALADINS

If the number of crimes reaches a threshold criminals are 
irreducible:

UNREFORMABLES



Paladins and Unreformables

N0 N1 … Nk NR-1      

P P

U

P P

At the end of our irreversible game players 
in one of two sinks:

Paladins P  -- Unreformables U
Define natural ``order parameter” P/U



Decisions – Committing crimes?

pCrime =
pi + si
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For each individual i

ku unpunished crimes;     kp punished crimes
k total = ku+kp

Personal history - pi

Societal input - si

Attenuation due to rehabilitation – ai



Mathematical choices

si =
Nk +U

k≠0
∑

N
Crime generates more crime

ai = (1− h e
−t/τ ) h<1 incentives

t time duration

pCrime =
pi + si
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pi =
p0 + ku

ku + p0 +θkp

q punishment
unpunished crimes - ku
punished crimes – kp

After crime: 
punish with probability a = 1/4



After the crime
If no crime committed : reform with probability

If a crime committed:

if not arrested/punished if arrested/punished
don’t reform reform

preform =
αP
N

preform =
1
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θkp

ku + p0 +θkp
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preform = 0



Variables/Parameters

Irreversible system, very sensitive to initial conditions



Runs

400 individuals, 25 replicas

t=2 p0=0.1 a= ¼    R=3

Vary h, q

IC0 : 400 in N0 at time t=0

IC1: 200 in N0, 200 in N1 at time t=0

Parallel updates



Results



Total resources are finite!

Carrot, stick or both? 

hτ +θ = const

The carrot:
Rehabilitation resources ht

The stick:
Punishment resources q

Increase one, 
Decrease the other 



P/U with finite resources

hτ +θ = 0.8

hτ +θ = 0.6

hτ +θ = 0.4



P/U with finite resources

hτ +θ = 0.8

h = 0.30
τ =1.5
θ = 0.35

Optimal 
parameter 

set



Best strategy

Enough stick
Enough carrots

For enough time

Too lenient or too harsh punishments are not
as effective as judicious balancing of the two 



ODEs
Challenges:

Memory effects
Open ended

Parallel vs. Sequential updates

Keep track of indeces ku, kp

Nk à Nku,kp

pcrime àcku,kp

Preform à rku,kp



Agent based vs. continuum 
equations



ODEs

t − tlast = t / kp



Conservation of population

Truncate


